Digital portrait photographs are everywhere, and while the number of face pictures keeps growing, not much work has been done to on automatic portrait beauty assessment. In this paper, we design a specific framework to automatically evaluate the beauty of digital portraits. To this end, we procure a large dataset of face images annotated not only with aesthetic scores but also with information about the traits of the subject portrayed. We design a set of visual features based on portrait photography literature, and extensively analyze their relation with portrait beauty, exposing interesting findings about what makes a portrait beautiful. We find that the beauty of a portrait is linked to its artistic value, and independent from age, race and gender of the subject. We also show that a classifier trained with our features to separate beautiful portraits from nonbeautiful portraits outperforms generic aesthetic classifiers.
Abstract-Digital portrait photographs are everywhere, and while the number of face pictures keeps growing, not much work has been done to on automatic portrait beauty assessment. In this paper, we design a specific framework to automatically evaluate the beauty of digital portraits. To this end, we procure a large dataset of face images annotated not only with aesthetic scores but also with information about the traits of the subject portrayed. We design a set of visual features based on portrait photography literature, and extensively analyze their relation with portrait beauty, exposing interesting findings about what makes a portrait beautiful. We find that the beauty of a portrait is linked to its artistic value, and independent from age, race and gender of the subject. We also show that a classifier trained with our features to separate beautiful portraits from nonbeautiful portraits outperforms generic aesthetic classifiers. Portraits make up a large percentage of the photos on the web nowadays. "Selfies" have become a phenomenon, and recent studies [1] show that images with faces are more popular (+38% "likes" on Instagram) than other pictures in online social networks. Portraits are also used in web user profiles, in news articles, to represent celebrities and public figures, and they are an essential part of all kinds of IDs.
Given the huge volume of digital portraits, their broad usage, and their importance for people identification, surfacing the best digital portraits in terms of photographic quality is of crucial importance. A system able to automatically score the aesthetic value of portraits could be used to select good images for a variety of applications such as journalism, photo sharing websites, web search, PhotoBoosts, and many others.
Shooting photos of people is not a trivial task: human faces convey emotions, stories, lifestyles, and a good photographer needs to be able to capture their essence and personality. As a matter of fact, portrait photography is a stand-alone branch of photography literature, with its own rules and compositional techniques, and tons of dedicated books [2] , [3] , [4] . Systems that automatically rate the quality of digital portraits should be therefore specifically designed for face photos, unlike traditional visual aesthetics works [5] , [6] , based on general photographic rules .
In spite of its importance, there has been little work in the research community to specifically address computational aesthetics of portraits. Preliminary works [7] , [8] leave out many of the aspects that are specific to portraits (e.g., illumination, landmark representation, affective properties, etc.), and have experimented only with small datasets (less than 500 images).
In this paper, we try to fill this void and introduce a new framework to automatically evaluate portrait aesthetics l . To do so, we design visual features to describe image quality and portrait-specific properties and present a large-scale analysis of a data set of over 10,000 portraits. In addition, we build predictive models that are able to determine the aesthetic score of digital portraits. Moreover, with such large scale study, we provide an analysis of what makes a portrait beautiful from a computational perspective. To our knowledge, this represents the first attempt in literature to understand the relevancy of features for portrait aesthetics.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows: (1) Dataset: we build a large dataset of portraits annotated with physical characteristics (determined using facial analysis) by sampling the AVA [9] images.
(2) Features: we introduce new features to describe portrait composition, quality, illumination, memorability, emotions, and originality.
(3) Feature analysis: we perform analyses on a set of over 10,000 portraits and report observations. We find that race, gender, and age are largely uncorrelated with photographic beauty, but aesthetic score is related to sharpness of facial landmarks, image contrast, exposure, homogeneity, illumination pattern, uniqueness, and originality. (4) Aesethetic Prediction: we develop predictive models to classify portraits as aesthetically beautiful or not.
In Sec. II, we describe related work, and explain our portrait dataset in Sec. III. Sec. IV presents the visual features and analyze their relations with portrait beauty in Sec. V, then present our classification experiments in Sec. VI. lThe aim of this work is to estimate the photographic quality of the representation of the person, independent from the beauty of the subject represented.
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II. RELATED WORK
Our work relates to research that applies image analysis techniques to detect the visual presence of non-semantic, fuzzy concepts such as memorability [10] , emotions [11] , [12] , interestingness [13] , [14] , [15] , privacy [16] , and beauty [5] . In particular, this paper follows previous work on computational aesthetics [5] , [9] , that explores the discriminative ability of visual features to automatically assess the beauty of images and videos. Pioneers in this field are Datta et al. and Ke et al., [5] , [6] , who built an aesthetic classification framework for images based on features inspired by photographic theory. In subsequent years, such works were improved by designing more discriminative features [17] , [14] , proving the effectiveness of generic features [18] , [9] and building more effective learning frameworks [19] . Similar frameworks were applied to automatic image composition and enhancement by Bhattacharya et al. [20] .
While these existing computational aesthetic works build general frameworks for photographs of any semantic category, we focus on a specific type of images, namely portraits, whose compositional and aesthetic criteria constitute a separate subject of study in the photographic literature [3] , [4] , [2] , and therefore need a separate computational framework for aesthetic assessment. This aspect is also proven by our experiments: we show that our portrait-specific aesthetic framework performs much better than a general classifier for portrait aesthetic assessment.
A few works [9] , [21] , [14] perform topic-based aesthetic classification. They build category-specific subsets of images by sampling aesthetic databases according to given image tags ("city", "nature", but also "humans" or "portraits"), and then use general compositional features to build topicspecific models. The framework in this paper differs from those works for two reasons. (1) We build a rich largescale portrait aesthetic database. A dataset based on tagbased sampling as in [9] , [21] , [14] , could ignore many face images without tags while including images with noisy tags (as shown in Section III). In this paper, we adopt a contentaware sampling strategy based on detailed face analysis. We reduce a large scale aesthetic dataset [9] to a subset of more than 10000 face images annotated with information about the portrayed subject, useful for both analysis and feature extraction. (2) We build portrait-specific aesthetic visual features. The works in [9] , [21] , [14] use traditional aesthetic features designed for a general case, and apply them to the topic-specific contexts. In our work, we design facespecific aesthetic features inspired by photographic literature, together with non-face features that describe crucial aspects of photographic portraiture, such as illumination, sharpness, manipulation detection, image quality, emotion and memorability. Moreover, we show their combined effectiveness for aesthetic assessment of face photographs compared to traditional aesthetic features.
There are a few recent works that attempt to design portrait specific datasets and features. For example, Li et al. [8] use face expression, face pose and face position features to estimate the aesthetic value of the images in a dataset of 500 face images annotated by micro-workers. This work was improved by the work in [22] , that uses hand-crafted features together with low-level generic features, and by Khan et al. [7] using spatial composition rules specifically tailored for portrait photography, together with specific background contrast features and face brightness and size features. These works represent a first attempt towards portrait aesthetic classification. However, one major weak point of such works is that they rely on small datasets (¡500 images), thus making the results less generalizable for large datasets like the one we consider. Moreover, despite their focus on face analysis, the features proposed by those works miss many important aspects of portrait photography such as illumination, demographics, face landmark properties, affective dimension, semantics and post-processing. In our work, we use features that are able to capture these aspects, and prove their effectiveness by showing that they outperform the features in [7] when used in an aesthetic classification framework on the dataset used by Khan et al. [7] . Moreover, in this paper, we perform for the first time a deep analysis of the importance of each feature and each group of features for face photo aesthetics, giving interesting and probably unexpected insights about what makes a portrait beautiful.
III. LARGE SCALE PORTRAIT DATASET
In order to create a large scale corpus of face images annotated with beauty scores, we resort to the largest aesthetic database available in the literature, i.e. the AVA dataset [9] , created from the photo challenge website dpchallenge.com, that contains more than 250, 000 images annotated with an aesthetic score, a challenge title, and semantic textual tags.
AVA is a unique, rich dataset for visual aesthetics, and therefore a reliable source of data for our purposes. However, AVA images contain very diverse subjects other than faces. Moreover, for analysis and classification purposes, we want to collect not only a reliable subset of portrait images, but also some rich information about the portrayed subject and its representation. With this in mind, we design a contentaware sampling strategy on the AVA dataset, based on both metadata-based filtering and face analysis: (1) Enhanched metadata-based filtering. First, we select from the AVA database not only the images tagged as "Portrait" but also all the images whose challenge title contains the words 'Portrait', 'Portraiture' or 'Portraits'. (e.g. Portrait Of The Elderly). A total of 21,719 images are collected at this stage.
(2) Face detection-based filtering. We use Face++ [23] to filter the images collected after metadata-based filtering. We obtain a subset of 10,141 images for which Face++ detected the presence of one or more faces (in case of multiple faces, we retain the information about the largest one only).
(3) Subject properties. We compute though Face++ basic information about the subject, such as position, orientation, demographics (race, gender, age), coordinates of facial landmarks (eyes, nose and mouth in relative coordinates), presence of smile, presence of glasses, etc. (for a complete list of features see Table I ).
For each of the resulting images, we assign the average aesthetic score (in a 1-10 range) according to the votes provided by the AVA dataset. Figure 1 shows the composition of our dataset, highlighting the distribution, based on gender and other properties estimated by the Face++ detector. About 53% of the subjects are classified as female, and 1/3 of the image corpus shows subjects between 14 and 26 years of age ( Fig. 1 (a) ). Similar to the AVA dataset, the vast majority of the aesthetic scores lies between 4 and 6, with a peak around the mean, which stands at 5.5.
IV. FEATURES FOR PORTRAIT AESTHETIC ASSESSMENT
Visually stunning portrait photographs are often the result of an artistic process that might not strictly follow general rules of composition, or fulfill basic quality requirements. However, photographic portraiture literature [2] , [3] , [4] suggests that following some specific photographic principles can help making digital portraits more attractive, ensuring visual appeal and expressiveness. Among the various tips for good portraiture available in literature, we identified 5 main photographic dimensions, namely: Compositional Rules: arrangement of lines, objects, lights and color, widely used in visual aesthetic literature [5] , [21] . Scene Semantics: where has the photo been shot? and which objects co-exist with the subject in the scene? Portrait-Specific Features: information about the subject (aspect, soft biometrics, demographics) and its representation (sharpness, illumination, etc.) Basic Quality Metrics: principles that ensure the correct perception of the signal, without distorting the scene represented. Rarely used in computational aesthetics, they can be fundamental for high-quality portraiture [3] . Fuzzy Properties: portrait photographic beauty is related to non-objective properties such as emotions or uniqueness, which are unquantifiable with low level features.
In this work, we design 5 groups of features that aim at describing various aspects of each of these dimensions using computer vision techniques.
A. Compositional Rules
As highlighted in many previous works [5] , [32] , [20] , the visual attractiveness of a picture is strongly influenced by the arrangement of objects in the image, their lighting, their colors, their perceptibility.
Similar compositional rules apply to portraits photography. However, since portraits generally focus on a single subject whose essence needs to be captured in the shot, two compositional aspects need particular consideration: lighting and sharpness. The correct illumination of the scene and the detailed representation of the subject ensures both perceptibility and expressiveness. Given these observations, we design a set of new features that capture essential properties of image lighting and sharpness, and collect a set of existing features for image composition analysis.
Lighting Features
The lighting setup is crucial to determine the essence of the portrait. In previous works [5] , [7] , [21] , scene lighting is described using features based on overall image brightness. However, as proved by our results, the raw brightness channel information might not be enough to capture portrait lighting patterns.
We therefore design a new lighting feature to expose Lighting Patterns based on an illumination compensation algorithm originally created for face recognition [33] . Such method considers an image I as a product I = R(I) · L(I), where R(I) is the 'reflectance' of the image and L(I) is its "illuminance'" i.e. the perceived lighting distribution.
In order to infer the lighting pattern of an image, we proceed as follows. For each image, we calculate L(I) and create an illuminance vector V (I) by averaging its illuminance L(I) over local windows (25x25 subdivision). Applying k-means clustering on the illuminance vectors of a set of training images, we group the illuminance vectors into 5 Lighting Patterns representing the most common lighting setups in our dataset (See Fig.2 ). For a new image J, we assign its corresponding lighting pattern by looking at the closest cluster to its illuminance vector V (J), and retain the cluster number as the Lighting Pattern Feature.
Sharpness Features
The recognizability and sharpness of the subject is a basic requirement for good portraiture. To analyze the amount of sharpness in the image, we design two new features: Overall Sharpness: Subject movements or camera defocus can affect the overall image sharpness, introducing disturbing blur in particular image regions. We compute the sharpness of a picture by calculating the strength of the edges after applying horizontal and vertical Sobel masks on the image, according to the Tenengrad method (as explained in [34] ). Camera Shake: sometimes camera movements can create an overall blurriness in the image. In order to estimate this particular type of blur, we compute the ratio between the number of pixels detected to be affected by camera shake and the total number of pixels, according to the camera motion estimation algorithm of Chakrabarti et al. [24] .
Traditional Compoisitional Features
We collect here a set of features from state-of-the art works that model compositional photographic rules using a computational approach. Color Features. In order to capture color patterns and their relation with portrait aesthetics, we compute the following features extracted from literature: Color names [11] , Hue, Saturation, Brightness (HSV) [11] , [5] , the Pleasure, Arousal, Dominance metrics [11] , the Itten Color Histograms [11] , and the corresponding Itten Color Contrasts: [11] Moreover, we compute 2 contrast metrics: Contrast (Michelson) [25] , and a traditional Contrast measure computed as the ratio between the difference of max-min values of the Y channel and the Y average. Spatial Arrangement Features. The distribution of textures, lines and object in the image space is an important cue for aesthetic and affective image analysis, as proved in [5] , [11] , [32] , [14] . To analyze spatial layout of objects and shapes in the scene, we compute first two symmetry descriptors, namely Symmetry (Edges) [14] , and Symmetry (HOG), for which we retain the difference between the HOG [35] descriptors from left half of the image, and from the flipped right half. Moreover, we compute 2 new features that describe shapes and their distribution, namely the Number of Circles, and the Rule of Thirds, that, unlike previous works [5] , [20] , determines the rule of thirds by computing the amount of spectral saliency [36] in the 9 quadrants resulting from a 3x3 division of the image. Texture Features. Textural features can help analyzing the overall smoothness, order and entropy of the image. We analyze image homogeneity by computing the GLCM properties [11] , the Image Order [13] , and the Level of Detail [11] .
B. Semantics and Scene Content
As proved by various works in visual aesthetics [13] , [21] , [32] , the content of the scene and the types of objects placed in the picture substantially influence the aesthetic assessment of pictures. In particular, in the portraiture context, it is important to analyze the setting where the photo has been shot, i.e. objects, scenery and overall harmony of subject with the scene. In order to estimate these properties, we compute an adapted version of the Object bank features [27] that retains the maximum probability of a pixel in the image to be part of one of the 208 objects in the Object Bank.
C. Basic Quality Metrics
In general, visually appealing portraits are also highqiuality photographs, i.e. images where the degradation due to image registration or post-processing is not highly perceivable. In order to deeply analyze this dimension, we design some rules to determine the perceived image degradation by looking at simple image metrics, independent of the composition, the content, or its artistic value, namely: Noise: we compute the amount of camera noise by applying an image denoising algorithm [28] , and then computing the distance between the denoised image and the original one. Contrast Quality: well-contrasted images, i.e. images where the contrast level allows to distinguish the picture shapes without introducing disturbing over-saturated regions, can be recognized by the uniform distribution of the intensities on the image histogram. We therefore compute the quality of the contrast by negating 2 of the distance between the original image and its contrast-equalized version. Exposure Quality: the luminance histogram of an overexposed image is skewed towards the right part, while for an underexposed image it is skewed towards the left side. In order to capture this behavior, we convert the image to the YCbCr space, we compute the skewness of the Y channel histogram over 255 bins. When the skewness is close to zero, the exposure is correct, when below or above zero, the image is under or over exposed. We negate the absolute value of the skewness as exposure balance metric. JPEG Quality: when too strong, IPEG compression can cause disturbing effects such as blockiness or block smoothness. We implement the objective quality measure for IPEG images proposed by [29] and retain the IPEG quality score output by the algorithm. Image Manipulations: more and more, digital pictures are post-processed after the shooting using editing tools. In order to understand the amount of post-processing applied on the image, we design 2 new quality metrics, inspired by blind image forensics techniques. First, we design a feature to compute the amount of Splicing Manipulation: we retain the output of an SVM classifier trained with Markov Features [37] computed on a training set of images annotated as spliced/not spliced from the CASIA dataset [38] (85% accuracy on this set). Next, we build a feature to compute the amount of Median Filtering Manipulation, using the algorithm of Yuan et al. [39] .
D. Portrait-Specific Features
In photographic portraiture, lot of effort should be spent on understanding the subject and its correct representation. Photographic portrait theory [3] particularly stresses the importance of the focus, sharpness, lighting and position of the face landmarks (eyes,nose,mouth).
In order to describe the properties of the subject and its representation, we retain as candidate features all the values extracted automatically by the Face++ api, and we build on top of such values a set of features to deeply describe the face and landmark properties. Overall, the set of Face/Subject features is as follows: Face++ description: Face Position, namely x, y relative coordinates, plus relative width and height, Face Orientation, i.e., yaw, pitch and roll angle of the head, Demographics like Race (white, black, asian), Age (in years) and Gender, Landmark Coordinates, namely Right/Left Eye, Nose and Mouth position in relative coordinates, Subject Expression , that estimates wether the subject is smiling or not, and Other Face Properties such as presence of glasses (none, sunglasses, normal glasses). Landmark Sharpness for each landmark, we simply compute its sharpness by averaging the gradient magnitude over the landmark region. Landmark Staitstics: for each landmark, we extract its average Hue and Brightness Face/Background Contrasts: similar to the background contrast feature in [7] , we analyze here the compositional differences between face region and background region. However, while Khan et al. [7] simply retain the ratio between face region brightness and image brightness, we perform here a deeper analysis. We consider face (F) and background (B) as two separate sub-images. We then compute the Lighting Contrast as the ratio between the average Lightning (see Sec. IV-A) of F and the average Lightning of B, the FIB Sharpness Contrast (Sharpness is computed computed as for the Landmark Properties), and, similarly, the Brightness Contrast.
E. Fuzzy Properties
Some artistic traits of photographs cannot be directly captured by low-level features: many times, photographic beauty is related to feelings vehiculated by the image, which not even words can describe. In our work, we try to model some of those 'fuzzy' properties using a computational approach, by re-using existing work on image memorability, originality and affective analysis. Emotion, is the emotion aroused by the image positive or negative? We address this question by training an emotion classifier (SVM, 75% accuracy) with traditional Compositional Features, using as a groundtruth a mixture of 3 affective dataset [31] , [30] , [ll] . We binarize the annotation in order to reflect the positive/negative trait of the emotion shown. For each image , we retain the emotion score predicted by such classifier as the image emotion feature. Originality of the image composition is computed by retaining the output of an originality classifier trained with Compositional Features and the Photo.net database from [5] (Support Vector Regression (SVR), 4,7% MSE ). Memorability of the image content. We compute this by retaining the output of a memorability classifier trained with the Saliency Moments Features [40] , and the memorability database of Isola et al. [10] (SVR, 2% MSE). Uniqueness: as in [13] , we estimate the photo uniqueness as the euclidean distance between the average spectrum of the images in a database and the spectrum of each image.
V. WHAT MAKES A PORTRAIT BEAUTIFUL?
Among all the features in Section IV, which of them is more discriminative to identify beautiful portraits in a computational framework? In this Section we explore the relations between the visual features extracted and portrait aesthetic scores, by first analyzing the importance of each feature group described in Sec IV, and by then looking at the relevance of each single feature within dimensions defined.
A. Feature Groups for Portrait Aesthetics
To measure the significance of the five feature sets, we perform regression analysis using LASSO [41] for the different groups of features (i.e. Compositional Features). Once the regression parameter vector is learned, we use compute the Spearman correlation between the predicted scores and the original aesthetic scores. This gives us a multidimensional correlation metric that indicates the relevance of feature group for portrait aesthetic assessment. We split the data into 5 random partitions, using one of the partitions as the test set and the rest as training, and learn regression coefficients to predict the aesthetic scores on the test set using the different groups of features.
As shown in Fig. 3(b) all the groups of features correlate positively with aesthetic scores. As expected, given the importance face of representation for portraiture, the Portrait-Specific Features correlate the most among all the groups of features proposed, with a correlation of 0.330 ± 0.029. Despite its rich semantic analysis, and the proved effectiveness for scene analysis [27] , the ObjectBank Semantic Features, with its 190 feature detectors, are not as predictive, achieving a correlation score of 0.211 ± 0.022 in contrast to compositional features which achieve a correlation score of 0.290 ± 0.029. In comparison to these large feature sets, smaller sets of features such as Basic Quality and Fuzzy Properties with 6 and 4 dimensions respectively achieve a much lower correlation score for portrait aesthetics assessment as a whole, despite the importance of single features within the groups.
In order to calculate the combined predictive power of the whole set of features proposed, we perform similar regression analysis on all features together , i.e. without logical grouping, and look at the behavior of the algorithm as more and more features are taken into account. Figure 3(d) shows a plot of the Spearman correlation of the feature set as a function of the number of features used and chosen by LASSO. Using one single feature (Right Eye Sharpness), the Spearman correlation between predicted aesthetic scores and original aesthetic scores is 0.252±0.018. The best correlation score of 0.398 ± 0.027 is obtained taking into account all 300 features. However, adding more than 60 features shows diminishing returns. The correlation with 60 features stand at 0.37. The smallest mean square error achieved on the test set stands at 0.430 ± 0.008. Table II reports the weight of the features ranked by when they are first picked by LASSO. Also reported are the feature category and weights. Notice how all the feature groups appear in the top-10 features, thus confirming the importance of each dimension we consider for portrait aesthetic evaluation, with a predominance of face features. We can also spot some first insights about the importance of single features: crucial for aesthetic prediction are landmark sharpness (Right Eye and Left Eye), the Exposure Quality, and the high discriminative ability of the Fuzzy Properties Uniqueness.
B. Single Features for Portrait Aesthetics
To analyze in a more detailed manner which features correlate most with beautiful portraits, we partition the dataset into 5 subsets, as in Sec. V-A and average the Spearman correlation coefficient ρ between the individual features values and the aesthetic scores of each partition.
In Figure 3 (a) , we report the ρ coefficients of the features that show higher correlation with portrait aesthetics. We can notice how face sharpness and lighting are of crucial importance for portrait beauty, as suggested by the Lasso analysis of discriminative features, and by portrait aesthetic literature. 4 out of the top 5 positively-correlated features correspond to the landmark sharpness features. Also, the contrast in sharpness between face and background strongly correlates with portrait beauty (ρ = 0.12), as well as the Overall Sharpness metric. As hypothesized, lighting patterns are also fundamental for a good portrait. This is shown by the positive ρ of the face/background lighting contrast feature. Moreover, our analysis shows that there is a relation between image beauty and illumination patterns ( e.g. Clusters 3 has positive ρ, while Cluster 4 has negative ρ). Overall, our new lighting features show higher relation with beauty than basic brightness features (ρ = 0.054 for the Average V features), confirming the need of more complex lighting features for portrait aesthetic evaluation. Similarly, contrast in colors and in gray levels (GLCM Contrast and Contrast Michelson) also show positive correlation with aesthetic scores.
Moreover, negative ρ values for Noise and positive correlation with GLCM Energy make us conclude that visually appealing portraits should have a homogeneous, smooth composition without disturbing distortions. We can also see that the amount of Median Filtering is negatively correlated with beauty, showing that too intensive post-processing results in a decrease of the portrait appeal. Surprisingly, Exposure Quality is negatively correlated with beauty, suggesting that playing with over/under exposure results in more appealing pictures. Moreover, negative ρ for some Color Names indicates that beautiful portraits tend to have little regions colored with non-skin colors such as green, purple, magenta. We can also notice the good outcome of our attempt of modeling fuzzy properties, given that properties such as Originality and Uniqueness positively correlate with beauty.
It was very interesting to notice how physical/demographic properties such as gender, eye color, glasses, age, and race show very low correlation with image beauty, suggesting that any subject, no matter his/her traits, can be part of a stunning picture, if the photographer is able to grasp the subject's essence.
By correlating gender properties with other visual features, we could find some side curious insights about portraiture. For example, female pictures tend to be more memorable, as [7] well as brighter and post-processed, while male tend to be represented with darker colors, and smile less than females.
VI. PREDICTING PORTRAIT BEAUTY
In order to test the effectiveness of our proposed features, and verify the findings of our analysis (see Sec. V), we perform 2 different classification experiments. First, we perform a small-scale experiment on the dataset provided in [7] , showing the performances of our method and comparing them with the face-specific framework proposed by [7] . Then, we design a large-scale classification framework, by looking at the ability of our features to discriminate between beautiful/non-beautiful pictures, using the large-scale dataset we built in Sec. III. We compare the classification performances of a framework based on our different groups of features with the one of a generic aesthetic classifier, i.e. based on traditional compositional features and trained on images with diverse subjects.
A. Small-Scale Experiment
The work that more closely relates to ours is the portrait aesthetic framework from Khan et al. [7] : they design face-specific features and computes their effectiveness on a publicly available small-scale dataset of 150 pictures.
In order to test the performances of our approach, we compute the visual features in Sec. IV on the dataset from Khan et al. [7] and we prove their effectiveness by using the same experimental setup, i.e. binarization of scores based on median, lO-folds cross validation on an SVM classifier in Weka, and average accuracy as evaluation metric. For fair comparison, we first evaluate the classification performances on our portrait-specific features only (see Sec. IV-D), reporting results with and without feature selection in Table III . Our group of portrait features alone outperforms the system in [7] . Moreover, when we use all the features proposed in this work for the same classification task, we reach even higher classification accuracy, observing a substantial improvement of the performances compared to our baseline (and similar works such as the one from Li et al. [8] ).
B. Large-Scale Aesthetic Categorization
We now test the proposed approach for aesthetic classification on a large-scale, using the dataset of Sec. III. To classify the images as "Beautiful" and "Non-beautiful", we use the binaries the average AVA scores it by labeling as positive any image with a score greater than the mean user score (5.55 ). Similar to [9] , we learn a SVM classifier using the publicly available libSVM package. For this, the dataset is randomly divided into 5 partitions, as in Sec. V, and a SVM classifier is learned per partitions. We use RBF kernel where the I parameter is set to lin where n is the number of features. The cost parameter C is obtained using 10fold cross-validation. All features are standardized to be zero mean and unit variance. Fig 3 (c) shows the average classification accuracy on the test set for each group of features. As we can see, our framework benefits from the combination of diverse features, since the best performance is given by all features combined with early fusion, (64.24% ± 1. 76) . Moreover, as expected by our analysis, we confirm that the classifier based on our rich portrait features outperforms the classifiers based on the other groups of features, suggesting that detailed information of face properties and landmarks is more discriminative for portrait classification than traditional compositional features.
Results reported in [9] , [14] proved that a classifier trained on non-specific images performs better than a portraitspecific framework. To prove the importance of building a portrait-specific framework, we compare our results with a baseline classifier built with traditional compositional features only (as in Sec. IV-A), and trained on the dataset used in [32] , namely a database of images belonging to 7 different categories, including "Portraiture","Flower", etc. and annotated with the corresponding aesthetic scores from DPchallenge.com (same source as our dataset, same score range). Unlike the findings in [9] , [14] , we confirm the hypothesis that portraits need a separate computational framework for aesthetic assessment, showing that all the classifiers based on our proposed features perform better than this baseline (with all features, the improvement is more than 16%).
As in [9] , we also performed SVM classification by introducing a δ parameter to discard ambiguous images from the training set (keeping all the images in the test set). The δ parameter was ranged from 0.1 to 1.0, but unlike [9] we did not experience any increase in the classification accuracy. However, the performance with the δ = 0.5 is similar to when δ = 0.0, implying that the ambiguous images do not help for the task of classification and can be discarded to speed up the learning time.
VII. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we presented a complete framework for large-scale portrait aesthetic assessment based on visual features. We procured a dataset of digital portraits annotated with aesthetic scores and other information regarding traits/demographics of the subjects in the portraits. We designed a set of discriminative visual features based on portrait photography literature. We analyzed the importance of each feature for portrait beauty, showing that rich facial features play a significant role in guiding the portrait aesthetics, and that the perceived portrait beauty is largely independent of the demographic characteristics of the subject. Finally, we built a classifier that is able to successfully distinguish between beautiful and non-beautiful portraits.
In our future work, we plan to broaden our framework by extending our database to include portrait images 'in the wild', exploring portrait aesthetics with a more challenging context.
